Okay, Maniacs, hold on tight, because in this catalog you're going to find not one, but TWO exciting new worlds to explore.

First, journey into the deep space where you'll find the new ROBOFORCE team--huge, towering machines that are the protectors of the universe! Look for Robo Stalker on page 4. Then, enter the frightfully fun world of the Fright Knights, where bats and witches patrol the skies and the Bat Lord reigns in his castle. Turn to pages 6-7 for your first (spooky!) glimpse...

No matter what kind of adventure you're looking for, you'll find it in this catalog. So get ready, go explore and have the LEGO adventures of your wildest dreams!

A. Robo Raptor
Stomp, stomp, stomp go the powerful feet as this ferocious robotic dinosaur patrols the planet. Its head swivels, its claws grab and its tail and arms move up and down too—so those aliens better look out when this member of the Robot Force is on patrol! Includes one Robot Force figure and three robo disks.
220 pieces. #2152 Robo Raptor $22.00

Customer Care Center

Our Prices INCLUDE Shipping & Handling!
With the LEGO Shop at Home Catalog, your budget won't be nibbled away by extra charges. The prices you see include regular shipping and handling. Prices are guaranteed through 12/31/97.

Day-After-Tomorrow Delivery -- Only $5!
Need it quick? Express delivery is available for a small extra charge. Call by 2 p.m. Eastern Time and you can get fast, direct, door-to-door delivery anywhere in the continental U.S. in just 2-4 business days!

Look for this special symbol
Sets with this symbol contain an application to join the LEGO Club for FREE! See order form for details.

An Important Safety Message
LEGO SYSTEM and LEGO TECHNIC sets contain small parts. These sets are not suitable and may pose a hazard to children under three years of age. DUPLO sets have larger pieces which are specially designed for children under three.
Roboforce Team!

B. Robo Master
The ultimate space robot! This massive, scorpion-like robot speeds along tough terrain on twelve heavy-duty wheels and is loaded with special features! Flexible claw and laser arms make catching space aliens a snap. Plus special holograms on tail and feet send and receive messages and detect danger throughout the galaxy. And when you need to escape quickly, hop in the mini space plane, lower the tail and zoom into orbit! Includes two Robo figures with special helmets to protect them from harsh interplanetary conditions and three robo disks. Ages 8-12. 362 pieces.
#2154 Robo Master $44.00

C. Robo Raider
Patrol the planet from the control box of this powerful robot. It walks, its arms move and its claw grabs whatever is in its way! There's even a secret robo disk compartment that only you know about! Need to get away quickly? Detach the robot's head and zoom off in a mini space ship! 135 pieces.
#2151 Robo Raider $13.25

The LEGO Quality and Service Guarantee
We believe our toys must live up to your highest expectations. And our service must live up to the quality of our toys. We hope that you will be totally satisfied with your order. But if there's any reason you're not, simply return it to us for replacement, exchange or prompt refund.

Special New Phone Hours
Call us any time -- 7 days a week -- to order your favorite LEGO toys. These new phone hours are effective through March 31, 1997. LEGO Experts and Customer Service can be reached Monday through Friday, 8 AM to 8 PM ET.

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
Look out Space Exp
the Time Twisters are up to some twisted mischief!

Cool decoding equipment detects dangerous dinosaurs?

Need to get away quick? Pop off this robot's head and cruise!

Head Swivels and arms are super flexible!

A. #6856 Planetary Decoder 79 pieces. $8.75

NEW!

B. Robo Stalker
The Robo Stalker is here to protect the planet—and you’re at the controls! Flexible arms have a drill for boring through solid rock and a grabber claw for snatching aliens like the Time Twisters—on the run. Open the secret robo disk compartments under its ears and add extra robo disks to supercharge this Stalker for special missions. This robot makes robo-skating look easy—four sets of wheels let it roll across any planet. And when you need to take to the skies—pop off its head and cruise!
Ages 7-12 270 pieces
#2153 Robo Stalker $33.00

C. #6705 Five Space Explorers 34 pieces. $6.75

LEGO SYSTEM
D. Whirling Time Warper
Hold on to your hat and get ready to roll, flap, and twist through time! As you move this crazy time machine across the floor, the skulls pop up and down, the propeller spins and the jewel-filled drum turns. Comes with a glow-in-the-dark ghost and Time Twister. Ages 6-12. 147 pieces.
#6496 Whirling Time Warper $22.00

E. Scorpion Detector
Two Explorers gather alien clues with the magnetic arm of this awesome 8-wheeled landship and scan them through the clue decoders. Use the telescopic laser cannon to search distant galaxies for alien secrets. Ages 7-12. 196 pieces.
#6938 Scorpion Detector $27.50

F. #8999 Nebula Outpost
Ages 7-12. 156 pieces. $16.50

CLUB Includes application to join the LEGO Club FREE!
To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Witch's Magic Manor
Step through this well-protected fortress carefully—a giant hollow rock hangs overhead waiting to trap the unwary. Willa the Witch can see your every move in her crystal ball, so watch out, she could be anywhere—flying around in her witchcraft or even on her fire-breathing dragon! Your only escape may be the trick revolving wall. The truth is few have been known to escape! Includes dragon, Willa the Witch, 3 knights, skeleton, and 1 Dark Forest renegade.
Ages 7-12. 255 pieces.
#6087 Witch's Magic Manor $44.00

Meet Willa the Witch!
Willa hasn't decided whether she wants to be a good witch or a bad witch. When Willa first got her crystal ball, she turned it upside down, filled it with water, and kept her pet goldfish in it. Now she keeps her friend Skully inside.

LEGOSYSTEM

Release the chain to trap unexpected visitors in the hollow rock!

I can see you through my crystal ball.

Trick the witch and escape through the revolving trick wall!

Trap prisoners in secret rock.
Meet Basil the Bat Lord!

Basil is just batty about bats. His castle belfry is filled with flying mammals, from humblebee bats to vampire bats. At night, he sleeps hanging upside down from the ceiling. When Basil wants to cruise the skies like a bat, he hops on his fire-breathing dragon, Draco, and takes off.

**B. Bat Lord**
Here comes the spooky Bat Lord riding his fire-breathing dragon. What adventures will he have? That's for you to decide! Includes Bat Lord, shiny sword, cape and bat helmet.
Ages 6-12. 15 pieces.
#6007 Bat Lord $4.50

**C. Witch's Windship**
Willa the Witch patrols the night sky in her magical, dragon-powered ship. She's armed with her crystal ball, broomstick and magic wand — so watch out! 59 pieces.
#6037 Witch's Windship $8.75

**D. Medieval Knights**
28 pieces. $6.75

**E. Bat Lord's Catapult**
When danger approaches, the Bat Lord orders his knights to launch the catapult — and send flames shooting through the skies to warn the others! Includes two knights, horse and catapult wagon. 51 pieces.
#6027 Bat Lord's Catapult $6.75

See back cover for #6097 Night Lords Castle.

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
MANIAC Favorites

A. Hypno Cruiser
Get ready to cruise through time with Tim, and Dr. Cyber in this hot-rod din' Hypno Cruiser! Lots of headgear and time traveling tools make it easy for you to fit in anywhere you travel. Just roll it along the floor and watch the hypno disk and propeller spin you into time! Ages 6-12. 132 pieces.
#6492 Hypno Cruiser $22.00

B. Treasure Hunters
Launch the submersible from the expedition boot with the tow line and get ready for an amazing underwater expedition. A special deep sea camera lets you film the mysteries of the deep. Includes Expedition ship, submersible, 2 divers, boot captain, stingray and lots of diving gear.
Ages 9-12. 139 pieces.
#6537 Treasure Hunters $22.00

Not found in any store

If this stingray would only stay still for a minute, I could get a good shot.
dumper dumps!

The 3-joint bucket, load it in the dump truck and zoom away. Two road workers included. Ages 7-12. 125 pieces.

#6581 Dig N' Dump $13.25

Super Construction Trio
This great construction kit includes:
C. #6581 Dig N' Dump.
D. #6649 Street Sweeper
E. #6535 Dumper FREE!
K6649 Construction Trio
A $24.50 value. 234 pieces in all. Only $20.00

Hard to Find Construction Sets!

D. #6649 Street Sweeper
58 pieces. $6.75

E. #6535 Dumper
41 pieces. $4.50

F. #6667 Pothole Patcher
Ages 7-12. 93 pieces. $9.25

Greate your own LEGO Bedroom!

Kids' Sheet Sets
Each set contains one flat sheet and one fitted sheet. Twin sets come with one pillow case and full sets come with two.

#T2112 Twin Sheet Set $30.00  (fits 39' x 75' mattress)
#F2112 Full Sheet Set $40.00  (fits 54' x 75' mattress)
#T2114 Twin Comforter* $45.00  (62' x 86')
#F2114 Full Comforter* $60.00  (76' x 86')
#S2116 One Standard Pillow Sham $20.00  (fits 20' x 26' pillow)
#C2118 Rod Pocket Draperies $40.00  (84'W x 63'L)
#V2120 Straight Valance $25.00  (86'W x 17'L)

* Federal Express not available for comforters and bedding ensembles.

Deluxe Kids' Bedding Ensemble
Includes one fitted sheet, one flat sheet, standard pillow case (2 for full size) and one comforter.
Please Specify Twin or Full when ordering. (FedEx not available.)

#K2115T Twin Deluxe Ensemble
A $75 value. Save $8.00! Just $67.00

#K2115F Full Deluxe Ensemble
A $100 value. Save $11! Just $89.00

While Supplies Last!

Dream up some great creations by sleeping on these cool LEGO brick design sheets. This fun and colorful sheet and comforter set comes in both twin and full size and features high quality, soft, comfortable 180-ct cotton-polyester percale. Sheets, comforters, pillow shams and curtains are machine washable, no iron and made in the USA.

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
When your special project needs special pieces...

Build It Your Way

with these Essential Extras!

Roof Bricks
Give your buildings, castles, and towers real-looking roofs. Or use these sloping bricks to build race cars, a ramp — the list is endless.

A. #5151 Steep Sloped Bricks (45 degrees). 59 pieces. $5.50

B. #5152 Low Sloped Bricks (25 degrees). 60 pieces. $5.50

C. #5161 Inverted Roof Bricks 16 pieces. $3.00

D. Doors & Windows
Plenty of doors and windows in this 36-piece assortment.
#5149 Doors & Windows $5.50

E. Brick Separator
Everyone needs one! This tool makes it a snap to pull those small plates apart.
#630 Brick Separator $2.25

F. #5146 Blue
G. #5147 Red

42 Plates in Two Colors
Thinner than the regular brick, these plates have many uses. Builders hint: 3 plates stacked together equal one brick. $5.50 each per color.

H. #5140 - Red
I. #5141 - Blue
J. #5142 - White
K. #5143 - Yellow
L. #5144 - Black
M. #5145 - Gray

62 Bricks in Six Colors
Expand your LEGO brick collection with these LEGO bricks in 6 colors. 62 bricks per package. $5.50 each per color.

N. Build Like Crazy
Includes 400 assorted LEGO bricks in five colors: 5 white, 5 blue, 81 yellow, 81 red and 48 black bricks in a variety of sizes.
#639 5+ Assorted Brick Pack $19.75

Start your creations here!

Mammoth creations like skyscrapers or enchanted castles do much better with a baseplate foundation. Each durable baseplate forms a solid base for all your LEGO building bricks.

S. #628 X-Large Gray Baseplate 15" x 15" $11.00
T. #629 3 Building Plates 2-1/2" x 5" $5.50
U. #626 Large Green Baseplate 10" x 10" $5.50
V. #627 Large Blue Baseplate 10" x 10" $5.50

W. Idea Book
Build and create 11 new models for extra playtime fun with this 44 page Idea Book. Build 3 different town models, 1 castle model, 2 pirate models, 3 Aquazone models and 2 space vehicles! Oversized 8 1/4" x 11 3/4" for easy use. #697 Idea Book $5.50

Create your own road system!
All road plates are detailed with bicycle/jogging paths. Each plate measures 10" square. Two plates per package. $7.25

O. #6311 Curved Road Plates
P. #6312 Straight Road Plates
Q. #6313 Cross Road Plates
R. #6310 T-Road Plates

To build this sample layout you'll need two packages #6310 & #6313 and one package of #6311 & #6312. Building Hint: Fasten your road plates together using bricks or plates at the corners.
**X. Rocket Racer**
- #6491
- 55 pieces
- $4.50
- Dual propellers spin when you move across the floor.
- Wings flap and propeller spins as you move the ship across the floor.

**Y. Flying Time Vessel**
- This wild and wacky time machine takes you to the themes of the past, present and future. The wings flap and the propeller spins as you move the ship across the floor. So buckle up and get ready for all kinds of hair-raising fun! Comes with Dr. Cyber, Tim, time traveling tools and lots of hats that will help you disguise yourself as you travel through time.
- Ages 6-12
- 235 pieces
- #6493 Flying Time Vessel $44.00 CLUB

**Z. Mystic Mountain Time Lab**
- Help Dr. Cyber build his mysterious laboratory, where anything is possible -- even traveling through time! Spin the hypno-disk and blast into the past or on the time traveling chair. Look through the time telescope to catch a glimpse of the future. Includes flying boat, time telescope, special time travel room, Dr. Cyber, Tim, Cranky the Robot, skeleton, catapult, hypno-disk, and lots of time traveling tools and hats that can take you anywhere you want to go in time!
- Ages 9-12
- 505 pieces
- #6494 Mystic Mountain Time Lab $66.00 CLUB

**Back view of lab**
- Spin the hypno-disk to get the time chair spinning! Throw on a hat from the theme you want to travel to and you're off!
A. Coastal Patrol
Press the light on the foredeck of the Coastal Patrol boat to set the siren blaring, the lights flashing and the radar antenna spinning. It's full speed ahead to catch the speedboat carrying a smuggler and his suitcase filled with stolen gold. (9 volt battery not included).
Ages 7-12, 240 pieces.
#6483 Coastal Patrol $48.00

While Supplies Last

B. #6666 Ambulance
71 pieces $9.25

Hard to FIND

C. Launch Response Unit
Your job is critical to the success of every Launch Command mission. This mobile space station has a satellite to track the shuttle and a computer to monitor the mission. There's even a helicopter for an up-close view of the shuttle landing. 177 pieces.
#6366 Launch Response Unit $16.50
D. Search N' Rescue

Never fear, the Search N' Rescue team is here, ready to save the day! Add your own siren sounds as propellers spin and wheels race to the site of any emergency. Team includes chopper, police van, trailer, dinghy, three rescue workers and other vital rescue equipment. Ages 7-12. 281 pieces.

#6545 Search N' Rescue $26.50

E. Metro PD Station

You're in command of every situation from the new, 3-story Metro PD Station. Check for criminal records on the computer screen, then rush to the control tower to radio your helicopter, boat and motorbike officers. When you've captured the bad guys, lock them behind bars to keep the town safe! You've got all you need, with a police boat, chopper, police van, motorcycle, 7 police officers and 1 prisoner. Ages 8-12. 540 pieces.

#6598 Metro PD Station $66.00

Cool high-tech control tower!

Jailbreak Joe is escaping!

Prisoners can try to escape through the secret escape hatch.

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
A. Gas Stop Shop
Lots of action — just like a real gas station! The tanker is ready to deliver the gasoline. And the truck is standing by in case anyone needs a tow. To pay for gas, insert the special money into the slot on the pump. Then use the nozzles to dispense gas. If anyone needs repairs, you’ve got all the tools you need right here! 216 pieces.
#6362 Gas Stop Shop $24.50

B. Fast Track Finish
This is it — the moment of truth for two speedy race cars and their fearless drivers. Who will cross the finish line first? Only you can decide! Comes with a viewing tower, tow truck, 2 spectators, five signal flags and a pit stop full of tools and tires for quick fixes. Ages 7-12. 329 pieces.
#6337 Fast Track Finish $44.00
D. Indy Transport
The ultimate test of your building — and driving — skills. Construct the big rig transport truck. Piece together three sleek race cars. Load them on the truck with the special ramp. Then head for the track and put the pedal to the metal! Comes with cool chrome exhaust pipes, spare tires, hubs and all the tools you need for those last-minute repairs. Plus, you get Mandy the Mechanic, Eddie Octane and Turbo Charger figures. Ages 7-12. 385 pieces.
#6335 Indy Transport $33.00

C. Wave Jump Racers
Hold on tight as you hit the waves in these two souped-up jet skis. A referee boat makes sure the race is fair, while the coast guard watches from shore. Comes with a four-wheel drive jeep and trailer. 175 pieces.
#6334 Wave Jump Racers $22.00

Lower the ramp, load the racers and raise it up when you're ready to roll!!

If I only had a car, I could show you how this jack works.

The jack really works! New "slick" tires help racers go even faster.
It’s like getting a **FREE** set!

**CALL TODAY!**

1-800-453-4652
8 AM to 8 PM ET Mon.-Fri.

A. #6517 Water Jet 3
   Ages 5-12. 28 pieces. $3.50

B. #6815 Hovertron
   Ages 5-12. 28 pieces. $3.50

C. #6825 Speed Trackers
   56 pieces. $6.75

D. #6516 Moon Walker
   Ages 5-12. 29 pieces. $3.50

E. #6546 Slick Racer
   Ages 5-12. 38 pieces. $4.50

F. #6024 Bandit Ambush
   58 pieces. $6.75

G. #6518 Baja Buggy
   36 pieces. $3.50

H. #5716 Weapons Wagon
   63 pieces. $8.75
I. #6615  Eagle Stunt Flyer
   Ages 7-12. 71 pieces. $8.75

J. #6497  Mountain Rescue
   67 pieces. $8.75

L. #6404  Carriage Ride 60 pieces. $8.75

K. #6115  Shark Scout
   Ages 5-12. 25 pieces. $3.50

N. #6125  Sea Sprint 9
   Ages 5-12. 28 pieces. $4.50

M. #6854  Alien Fossilizer
   51 pieces. $6.75

O. #6232  Skeleton Crew
   Ages 5-12. 27 pieces. $3.50

P. #6712  Sheriff's Showdown
   Ages 5-12. 26 pieces. $4.50

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652  24 Hours a day
**Hit the Waves**

**R. C26 Sea Cutter**
When other boats are in trouble, the C26 Sea Cutter races to the rescue. It's the fastest speed boat around and is stocked with the latest rescue equipment. The sleek hull cuts through even the roughest ocean waters and the rear opens for quick engine repairs. Includes a three-person crew.
Ages 7-12. 193 pieces.
#4022 C26 Sea Cutter $33.00

**Approximately 12” long**

**S. Wave Cops**
You're in command of the sea when you build and drive this awesome police boat. Walkie talkies and mega phones put the power of communication in your hands. Then use the working winch to reel in those who break the law!
Ages 6-12. 101 pieces.
#4012 Wave Cops $22.00

**Approximately 8 1/2” long**

**T. Riptide Racer**
See how fast you can rip through the waves in this bright red and black racer. The rear opens for quick engine repairs. And the chrome-plated exhaust pipes take you faster than the speed of sound! 53 pieces.
#4002 Riptide Racer $14.25

**Approximately 8” long**

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Meet Captain Red Beard

Captain Red Beard is a super sneaky treasure seeker. To relax, he likes to swing from the ship's mast and do cannonball jumps into the water. His ship's secret weapon is the skull hull that snaps back into place.

A. Armada Flagship
Set sail for the high seas and prepare for action! The Flagship's mast collapses on a direct hit, then snaps together fast. Includes the Admiral with special chrome breastplate, 2 crew members, a working compass, a net to hoist treasure, and sails that go up and down.
Ages 8-12. 280 pieces.
#6280 Armada Flagship $54.00

Pull pin to drop the mast! After battle snap it back into place.

Heist sails up and down!

A working compass to point you in the right direction!

Push the red brick down falls the bridge!

C. Pirates Ambush
Here's the pirate hideout that no unauthorized personnel can enter — thanks to the trick bridge. Just push the red brick — down falls the bridge, plunging unwanted intruders into the crocodile-infested swamp below!
Includes 3 pirates, a crocodile, cannon, row boat and prison. 155 pieces.
#6249 Pirate's Ambush $22.00

Pull the string to lift the bridge!
D. Cross Bone Clipper
The Cross Bone Clipper is built for adventure! Its large red and white sail and moving rudder help speed this sleek ship through the water. It's so fast that the Admiral and his crew have never caught this pirate treasure ship. The Clipper comes with a cannon, gold coins, map, pirate flag, Captain Red Beard and two crew members. 151 pieces.

#6250 Cross Bone Clipper $33.00

E. #6204 Buccaneers
Ages 5-12. 31 pieces. $6.75

F. Pirate's Perilous Pitfall
Only the bravest -- or most foolish! -- Imperial soldiers try to sneak into this pirate hideaway! Booby traps and the hideaway prison await the unwary. The bridge swings up in the air with the pull of a string. And one wrong step sends a boulder rolling down from the stone hideout. Includes treasure chest, gold coins,map, cannon, crocodile, rowboat, the Admiral, 4 pirates and Skully the skeleton. Ages 8-12. 332 pieces.

#6281 Pirate's Perilous Pitfall $73.00

Meet the Admiral!
The admiral of the Imperial Armada is one of the toughest sea dogs to sail the seven seas. He especially likes to hang out with his friends, the Islanders, and protect their treasure from Captain Red Beard.
A. Gold City Junction

Just like the early pioneers, you can build your own frontier mining town. But guard it closely — those bandits are robbing the bank, holding up the stagecoach, looting the General Store and just causin' trouble! Includes Sheriff Wild Wyatt West, Black Bart, deputy, banker, cavalry officer, and cowboy.

Ages 8-12. 337 pieces.

#6765 Gold City Junction $54.00

B. Bandit’s Secret Hideout

Look sharp and step lightly as you approach this abandoned gold mine — it's booby trapped! Watch your step — a trip wire sends a hidden cannon rolling out of the mine.

Includes movable stairs, a secret hiding place for gold, safe, gold coins, dynamite and card bricks, gold bugle, two cavalry officers and three bandits. 237 pieces.

#6761 Bandit’s Secret Hideout $44.00
Build this huge cavalry fort and let the flags wave high. Its 6 cavalry officers are prepared to tackle any trouble -- including those good-for-nothin' bandits. There are two trapdoors -- one sends cheating card players to prison and the other is a secret exit. Also includes a cannon, gold bugle, dynamite and card bricks, 3 bandits, 1 deputy, and secret places for stashing gold. Ages 8-12. 668 pieces.

#6769 Fort Legoredo $99.00

Stand tall and ride proud as you uphold the law! The jail holds your prisoner secure. Unless, that is, another bandit tries to break him out of jail. Includes Sheriff, deputy, 2 bandits, and dynamite, card and wanted poster bricks. 170 pieces.

#6755 Sheriff's Lock-Up $27.50
Underwater Action!

Sharks watch your backs, the Aquanauts are planning an attack to get their crystals back!

A. #6135 Spy Shark
   Ages 6-12. 57 pieces. $8.75

B. #6104 Aquazone Divers
   20 pieces $6.75

C. Crystal Crawler
   This sleek ship is perfect for high speed underwater chases — with four separate propellers, it can zoom forward and backward through the water in pursuit of crystal-snatching Aquasharks. Once you've chased the Aquasharks away, roll along the ocean floor, picking up crystals with two grabbing arms. Aquanaut included. Ages 7-12. 92 pieces.
   #6145 Crystal Crawler $13.25

D. Shark's Crystal Cave
   Calling all brave adventurers! Those devious Aquasharks have an underwater hideout and it's up to you to find it! Follow the Aquashark ship — but watch out for its grasping claw arm, powerful magnetic arm, and glistening harpoons. The hideout has its dangers, too — like the secret cave dungeon that's almost impossible to escape from! You're sure to think up all kinds of amazing adventures with the hungry shark, underwater scooter, two Aquasharks and real working compass. Ages 8-12. 253 pieces.
   #6190 Shark's Crystal Cave $54.00
E. Crystal Explorer Sub
As you glide through the deep, you spot something in the distance. Glimmering in the dark, it's the crystal you need to survive underwater! Your sub is fully equipped for the mission, with a magnetic arm, a pincher arm and a red box to store the crystals in. But first, open the cockpit door — and see if you can snatch the crystal away from the octopus!
Ages 7-12. 160 pieces.
#6175 Crystal Explorer Sub $33.00

F. Neptune Discovery Lab
Feel a sense of pride as you build and control the heart of the entire undersea operation — the lab where priceless crystals are harvested. The submarine uses its grabbing and magnetic arms to bring the crystals in. Use the crane to unload the crystals — then send the sub back out for another daring mission in uncharted territory. But watch out for that octopus — it looks hungry!
Ages 8-12. 432 pieces.
#6195 Neptune Discovery Lab $99.00

With this working compass, you'll never get lost!
Think of this as Grand Central Station for Trains!

**A. Cargo Crane**
Take this giant telescopic crane on the rails for loading freight cars! The crane rotates a full 360 degrees and can be raised and lowered with the turn of a crank. Comes with a service car, container, tools and two workers. 278 pieces.
#4552 Cargo Crane $38.50

**B. Cargo Railway**
If you like trains and trucks you'll go CRAZY for the Cargo Railway! Hear the click of wheels as the awesome express locomotive and its four cargo containers whisk around the oval track, transporting money, mail, fuel and luggage. The transport truck unloads the four passenger containers — sleeping compartments, dining areas and all! There are also 7 figures included and a 9-volt, plug-in transformer to get this train rolling — fast! 835 pieces.
#4559 Cargo Railway $139.00

Over 8 feet of running track!

Freight trains... passenger trains... cargo loaders... you name it. There's only one place in town where you'll find all these awesome LEGO trains — right here on pages 26-27! So load 'em up and let 'em roll — because you're really on the fast track now!

Travelers dine in style in the dining car.
C. Special Track Kit
Add over 7 feet of running track to your existing train set and create the awesome layout shown. Kit contains 1 set of straight rails (#4515), 2 sets of curved rails (#4520) and 1 set of switching rails (#4531). 30 pieces in all.
#4520 Special Track Kit A $69.90 value.
NOW ONLY $59.90!

D. Deluxe Track Kit
Add over 19 feet of running track to your existing train set and create the awesome layout shown. Kit contains 3 sets of straight rails (#4515), 2 sets of curved rails (#4520) and 2 sets of switching rails (#4531). 52 pieces in all.
#4531 Deluxe Track Kit A $123.00 value.
NOW ONLY $110.00!

E. #4520 Eight Curved Rails. Enough for 27” half circle! $13.25

G. #4515 Eight Straight Rails. More than 40 inches of track! $13.25

H. Level Crossing
Train’s coming! Warn cars it’s time to stop at the crossing while your train chugs by. Includes baseplate with rails to hook up to your rail system, two moveable crossing gates, a watchman’s post and watchman. 133 pieces.
#4592 Level Crossing $24.00

#4559 Cargo Railway includes eight removable railway compartments (as shown from left to right): mail car, 2 sleeper cars, luggage car, safe car, 2 dining cars, and fuel containers.

What’s for dinner?

Container transport truck loads and unloads containers from train.

Exclusive!
A. Hovercraft
This Hovercraft is built — by you — for speed and lots of action! As you glide it along the floor, the propeller turns while special soft fenders protect its edges. You can even steer it with the control at the top of the model. Next, follow the instructions for building a helicopter with rotor blades that will turn on their own if you add #8720 Power Pack (sold separately). 191 pieces.
#8824 Hovercraft $25.50

B. LEGO TECHNIC Team
This Team is just who you need to drive, fly, steer and operate your LEGO TECHNIC models. 9 pieces.
#8714 LEGO TECHNIC Team $8.75

C. Turbo 1
Here's one super-fast hot rod — and you get to build it with your own two hands. Use the realistic rack-and-pinion steering to guide it as it races across the floor! Then use the same pieces to build an alternate race car that you can motorize with #8720 Power Pack (sold separately). 91 pieces.
#8216 Turbo 1 $11.00

Customization Center

Pneumatic Power
Pneumatic systems work by controlling compressed air. Flick the air valve, press the air pump and let pneumatic power add realism to your models: lifting, pulling — even picking things up.

F1. #5099 Pneumatic Valve $2.75

F2. #5107 Pneumatic Pump 2" Cylinder. $3.25

G1. #5108 Pneumatic Piston 2" Cylinder. $3.25

G2. #5109 Pneumatic Tubing 23" & 39" $3.25

#5110 Pneumatic Pack Includes 1 of each pneumatic accessory. F1-G2
Regular Price $12.50, Save $1.75 ONLY $10.75

H. #5117 Compressor Pump 7 Pieces. $4.00

I. #5278 Chain Links 35 Pieces. $4.00

J. #5119 Micro Motor 4 Pieces. $11.00

K. #5111 9V Motor Wire $4.50

L. #5228 Small Beams & Plates 26 pieces. $4.50

M. #5287 Plates & Gear Racks 18 pieces. $4.00

N. #5285 2 Large Shock Absorbers $4.50

O. #5293 9V Battery Box $12.25
D. Chopper Force
Build this awesome police helicopter, press the lever and watch the propellers whirl—just like the real thing! Comes with a pilot ready for daring missions. Next use the same pieces to build a speed boat that you can motorize with #8720 Power Pack (sold separately). Ages 8+. 280 pieces.
#8232 Chopper Force $27.50

E. Power Pack
Wheels turn and motors run when you add the 9V power pack to your LEGO TECHNIC Sets. Includes motor, battery box, rubber belts, and assorted gears and bricks. Almost every LEGO TECHNIC set includes instructions to motorize models with the Power Pack. (Requires 6 AA Batteries - not included). 54 pieces.
#8720 Power Pack $39.75

P. #5274 Large Tires & Wheels 16 pieces. $4.50

Q. #5282 Balloon Tires (Approx. 2 1/4") 4 pieces. $6.00

R. #5276 Gear Wheels Etc. 23 pieces. $4.50

S. #5245 Differential Housing 8 pieces. $3.25

T. #5201 Angle Pieces 20 pieces $4.50

U. #5202 Angle Beams 8 pieces $4.50

V. #5284 Loading Grabs 3 Pieces. $4.50

W. #5114 Extra 9V Motor $17.50

X. #5120 Polarity Switch 2 pieces. $5.50

Y. #5289 Toggle Joints & Connectors 64 pieces. $4.50

Z. #5235 Large Beams with Holes 10 pieces. $4.50

AA. #5277 Pulleys & Rubber Belts 12 pieces. $4.00

BB. #5269 Liftarms & Triangles 12 Pieces. $3.25

NEW! Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Deep Sea Submarine
Prepare to be amazed by this deep sea submarine! Powered by pneumatics and the new air storage tank, its propellers spin, its periscope scans the horizon and its powerful front claw opens and closes to lift things off the ocean floor. Just pump air into the storage tank and use the release valve when you need quick pneumatic power. Comes with LEGO TECHNIC diver plus building instructions for an alternate sub model with detachable mini-sub. Ages 9+. 376 pieces. #8250 Search Sub $49.50

B. Super Car
This is one huge machine — over a foot and a half long from end to end! This awesome test car has lots of realistic functions, like a working gear that shifts from first to fourth speed. Plus 4-wheel steering and independent suspension, a trunk that opens to show 8 working pistons, 2 adjustable mirrors and headlights you can move up and down by the flick of a switch. And that's just the beginning! Clear instructions show you how to use the same pieces to build a sleek Formula 1 Racer! Ages 11 & up. 1,343 pieces. #8880 Super Car $142.00

Includes realistic functions like a trunk that opens to show 8 working pistons!
C. Pneumatic Log Loader
Build the Pneumatic Log Loader and put its pneumatic power to work. You can lift and lower the crane arm and open and close the jaws for all of your loading jobs. Next, use the same pieces to build a double-axle container crane and motorize it with #8720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 29) to drive forwards and backwards. Ages 10+. 320 pieces.
#8443 Pneumatic Log Loader $59.00

D. Massive, Moving Robot!
For big time action build this massive, moving robot that stands over 15 inches tall. Turn the wheel on its back to move it's head. Special handles move the arms and pressure bars let you activate the powerful hands. Now take off the robots head and it becomes a mini spaceship ready to zip through the galaxy! And if that's not enough, use the same pieces to build a cat on wheels with mouth that opens and closes, and a helicopter with a crane to spin the propellers. 546 pieces.
#8277 Giant Model Set $44.00

E. Build a helicopter, dragster and even a robo-firefly--then watch them glow when you activate the state-of-the-art Fiber Optic System (FOS). The FOS sends a red light through the clear cables so that your models look super-charged. Build a crank on the helicopter to turn the rotor -- use the same crank on the robo-firefly to flap its wings. Then, speed the dragster across the floor and watch the pistons pump. Just for fun, use the same pieces to build a speedboat. Comes with a battery box that activates the fiber optics (requires one 9V battery not included) and instructions to build 4 models. Ages 10+. 396 pieces.
#8456 Fiber Optic Multi-Set $74.00

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Go Batty over the Fright Knights!

Night Lords Castle
This massive 20 inch tall castle is filled with magic...like a flying, fire-breathing dragon...a witch and her crystal ball...trap doors...Basil the Bat Lord...a haunted tower...secret exits and all kinds of other tricks and traps. Also, comes with five knights, lots of bats, skeleton, two horses and many magical surprises. Ages 8-12. 598 pieces.

#6097 Night Lords Castle $88.00

CALL ANYTIME TO ORDER
24 Hours A Day
Now until March 31, 1997.
1-800-453-4652
Fax 860-763-6600

No extra charge for regular shipping. All orders are postage paid!

LEGO Shop At Home Service
555 Taylor Road
P.O. Box 1310
Enfield, CT 06083-1310

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

LEGO is a trademark of the LEGO Group © 1997 LEGO Group

FEDEX
Fast FedEx!
2-4 Day Delivery
See order form for details.
Awesome LEGO Gear...
Plus, lots of Cool Classics!

**A. ROBOFORCE T-shirt**
You'll just love this cool ROBOFORCE T-shirt! This fun and rugged shirt is made of medium weight, preshrunk 100% Cotton jersey. Machine wash and dry it as often as you like — it won't shrink or lose its shape. Made in USA. (Please indicate size on order form.)

#1135 ROBOFORCE T-shirt
Youth Sizes: M (10-12), L (14-16) $12.00
Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL $14.00

**B. LEGO Mania Hat**
Kids who love to build like crazy, will love their own LEGO Mania hat, featuring the LEGO MANIA! This six panel 100% brushed cotton cap features sturdy visor to keep the sun out of your eyes. Plus, the LEGO Mania design is stitched right into the hat (not a glue on patch) so your hat will look great for years. One size fits children age 4 & up. Imported.

#1132 LEGO Maniac Hat $16.00

**C. #6596 Wave Master**
127 pieces. $13.25

**D. #6341 Gas N' Go Flyer**
92 pieces. $13.25

**E. #6998 ICE-SAT V**
Ages 7-12. 133 pieces. $17.50

**F. #6044 King's Carriage**
Ages 7-12 120 pieces. $15.50

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
FedEx Extra Fast Delivery

Buying a last minute gift? Or just can't wait for your new LEGO sets? You can get fast, direct delivery anywhere in the contiguous U.S. within 2-3 business days from the day we ship.

*Federal Express available for in-stock orders only. Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico orders are shipped via Priority Mail. Allow an additional 2-3 days for priority mail delivery.*

Sorry, FedEx deliveries cannot be made to P.O. Boxes, APO & FPO addresses or the U.S. Postal Service via Priority Mail Service.

For overnight and Saturday delivery, please call for information. FedEx International orders ship to addresses outside the U.S., Puerto Rico or U.S. territories.

How to Order

No Extra Charge For Regular Shipments

All orders are postage-paid – it's our way of saying “thank you” for choosing LEGO. In-stock orders are shipped within 2-3 business days after they are received. Allow an additional 5-10 working days for UPS or the US Postal Service to deliver.

Order by Phone – It's Fastest & Easiest

Simply call toll-free 1-800-435-5697 to place your order using your credit card as payment. To save time when ordering, please have your credit card information available before you call. Thank you.

Order by FAX – 24 Hours a Day

Fax in your order 24 hours a day, 7 days a week by calling 1-800-435-5697. MasterCard payments only, please. Please complete the credit card information, before faxing. All FAX orders will be confirmed by mail.

Order by Mail

Please complete all information on the order form. Make checks and money orders payable to LEGO At Home Service (SAHS). Please do not send cash. For credit card orders, please include all digits from your credit card, expiration date and signature.

Are you ordering a gift you want to be a surprise?

Ask about shipping your order to a friend, relative or to a child's house. For mail orders fill in the “Ship-To” section of the order form. We will ship your order in a plain shipping carton. Please write on the envelope where you want the order sent.

Prices are guaranteed through December 31, 1997.

Great Gift Ideas

A. #6256 Islander Catamaran
   Ages 7-12. 58 pieces. $13.25

B. #6078 Royal Drawbridge
   Ages 8-12. 251 pieces. $32.50

Gift Certificate

Say Happy Birthday to far-away friends with a LEGO Shop at Home Gift Certificate, the perfect present for any occasion. To order yours, simply write "Gift Certificate" on the order form and any amount $10 or over (amounts over $10, please make in $5 increments). We will send the certificate with a copy of our current catalog and your best wishes – to either your recipient's address or your own.
More Great Items... All Under $10!

Ages 6-12

C. #6515 Stunt Copter
   32 pieces. $3.25

B. #8207 Dune Duster
   Ages 7+. 82 pieces. $3.75

A. #6648 Mag Racer
   56 pieces. $7.25

D. #6513 Glade Runner
   29 pieces. $3.25

E. #6514 Trail Ranger
   34 pieces. $3.25

F. #6036 Skeleton Surprise
   72 pieces. $8.25

G. #6244 Armada Sentry
   70 pieces. $8.75

Limited Quantities for all Items on this page!

Buy any 5 items on pages 16-17 & Panel C of the order form, & save $4.50!
Buy 10 items & save $9.00!

It’s like getting a FREE set!

Order Now 1-800-453-4652

Your Satisfaction is Guaranteed!